
Rural Broadband Services in Sopley Parish. 

In the past couple of years, the up-grading of the BT Exchange in Bransgore and the installation of a new fibre-enabled 

distribution cabinet in Sopley village has dramatically improved access to fast broadband services in some parts of the 

Parish. Despite these improvements, around 140 households – mostly scattered across Avon, Ripley, North Ripley and 

Shirley - remain unable to receive a fast broadband signal via their BT phone lines. Early in 2017, a small group of 

residents produced and circulated a questionnaire to all of these slow-broadband households to try to gauge if there 

would be enough support to petition BT Openreach to install additional fast-broadband distribution cabinets across 

the Parish under a grant-aided ‘Community Fibre’ programme. The response to the questionnaire demonstrated 

overwhelming support for the idea but, after several frustrating months of correspondence and meetings with BT 

Openreach representatives, it became apparent that BT had already decided that the estimated cost of the required 

infrastructure upgrade (which they calculated to be around £200,000!) was too high to proceed. Undeterred, the 

residents working group set about investigating a range of alternative solutions including community satellite, fibre 

and wireless broadband options.   

In late summer, fate intervened in the form of a well established Bournemouth-based wireless internet service 

provider ‘Juice Broadband’ who notified us that they were just about to expand their network service into the lower 

Avon valley, transmitting to and from one of the aerial masts on St Catherine’s Hill.  Wireless broadband is an 

increasingly attractive alternative to fibre cable / copper wire services and there are already more than 50 village 

communities across Hampshire and Dorset who are successfully using it. It can provide a fast, reliable and cost-

effective service, but to function effectively it is essential to have a clear line of 

sight between the transmitting station and the receiving equipment (usually a 

small, roof-mounted dish aerial) at each subscribing property. This is not always 

easy to achieve in a flat, partly-wooded area like the Avon valley but reception 

difficulties can be overcome by installing additional relay transmitters on taller 

buildings (barns, grain-silos, church towers etc) to eliminate reception black-spots. 

Following the initial contact from Juice Broadband, we jointly undertook a series 

of site surveys - one of which involved a hair-raising ride 30 metres above the 

ground in the basket of a cherry-picker - during which we established those areas 

where householders would have a clear line of sight to the St Catherine’s Hill mast 

and others (notably Ripley village) where a relay signal would be needed. Further 

contact with local residents confirmed rapidly growing interest in the project and 

in early September a few householders with a direct line of sight to the main aerial 

mast signed up as pioneer subscribers. Here in Ripley, we identified a suitable 

location for a simple relay station – essentially a small dish aerial and a unidirectional stick antenna mounted on top 

of a redundant telegraph pole – and by late November the Juice team had installed and activated our very own 

wireless broadband hotspot. Once connected, the difference in internet service speed was astonishing – homes that 

had previously struggled with speeds of less than 1mbps via the BT infrastructure were immediately getting a 

minimum 30mbps signal and were able to explore the wonders of Netflix and the BBC iPlayer for the first time – as 

well as making use of the fast and reliable connections for online banking and shopping transactions.   

In the very short period of time since going live, the service has proved to be both reliable and popular and Juice have 

already connected 25 households in the local area. Customers using the service (myself included) have found the line 

speeds to be very consistent, there have been no outages (even through the short periods of extreme weather this 

winter) and contract costs seem to compare very favourably with ‘wired’ internet service suppliers like BT. Juice 

Broadband offer three standard packages for home users - ranging in price from £25.00 to £49.00 per month 

depending on the line speed and data allowance required - and each package includes the facility to make telephone 

calls over the wireless network. For households willing to forgo the comfort blanket of a BT Landline, switching to the 

Juice telephone service can save the £18.99 monthly connection charge from BT – and it is possible to carry across 

and continue to use your existing 01425 home phone number. Residents that currently have a very slow (<2mbps) 

wired service are also eligible to claim a installation grant of up to £350 (paid by Central Government and 

administered by Hampshire County Council) to cover the cost of setting up the wireless service. To date, all of the 
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installation grant claims from this area that have been processed by HCC appear to 

have been successful and we are not aware of anyone having an installation grant 

application refused. 

Moving forward, the main purpose of this article is to publicise the availability of the 

fast wireless broadband service from Juice to any households that are not yet aware 

of it. Owners of properties with a good line of sight to either the main transmitter on 

St Catherine’s Hill or the small relay mast in Ripley can make direct contact with Juice 

Broadband to discuss package and installation options. Even if you already have a fast 

service agreement with BT (or another provider), Juice may still be able to offer a 

cheaper or more reliable service. If you are interested in the Juice Broadband service 

but do not think that your property has a line of sight to either transmitter location, 

please let the Juice team know – as they will explore alternative relay options with 

our working group to see if there might be another way of getting the service to you. 

Lastly, in respect of BT Openreach, we haven’t given up on them altogether despite their disappointing response to 

our initial approach. We have since been informed that there may be an option to install one additional fast fibre 

distribution cabinet in the area at a relatively low cost (around £30,000 – most of which could be offset by 

government grant) and we are continuing to pursue this possibility so as to be able to offer residents a choice 

between cabled and wireless services in years to come.  

If you have any further questions arising from this article, please e.mail us at ripleyfastbroadband@btinternet.com .   

Should we lack the expertise to respond to your query directly, please be assured that we will forward it on to more 

technically proficient colleagues and contacts who will get back to you. 

Gerald Lewis  - on behalf of the Ripley Fast-Broadband Steering Group. 

 

  

A ‘Juice’ wireless broadband 
aerial. The ‘dish’ is about the 
size of a tea-saucer. 
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